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Abstract — The receiver efficiency in radio-frequency (RF)
energy harvesting (EH) is affected by numerous parameters such
as the average RF input power and peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR) of the waveform, the EH circuit components, and the
load. In this paper, we experimentally study the dependence
of RF-to-DC efficiency on these parameters. We present a
test-bed, comprising a signal generator and an off-the-shelf
energy harvesting receiver with a diode-based rectifier, for
evaluating the RF-to-DC efficiency for varying input RF power,
load resistance and a number of co-phased baseband multisine
waveforms (viz. PAPR). The experimental results suggest that
the RF-to-DC efficiency of multisine waveforms in RF EH is
significantly affected by the average input RF power and the load
resistance. The high-PAPR multisine waveforms are preferable
for RF EH only for a certain range of average input RF power
and load resistance. In particular, for the considered rectifier, a
single-sinusoid waveform yields the highest RF-to-DC efficiency
for low-resistance and high average input RF power region, while
high-PAPR baseband multisines are optimal for high-resistance
and low average input RF power region.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Far-field radio-frequency (RF) energy harvesting (EH)
is rapidly gaining attention as a viable option to provide
the Internet-of-Things (IoT) sensors with a replenishable
energy source — RF EH can power the sensors on demand
or recharge their batteries. This shift in paradigm can be
attributed to the remarkable fall in the energy consumption
of sensors for simple computing tasks, in accordance to the
Koomey’s law [1]. Consequently, the various aspects of RF
EH systems are receiving significant research interest of late.

A rectifier is a major component of any RF EH
system. The problem of rectifier design has already been
studied extensively in the available literature on RF EH; a
comprehensive survey of these research works is presented
in [2]. Most of these designs focus primarily on optimizing the
output direct current (DC) power and the RF-to-DC efficiency
(ηRF-to-DC) at the receiver. Additionally, the problem of rectifier
modeling has been addressed in [3]–[5]. While [3], [4] rely
on the approximations of the Shockley diode equation to
mathematically characterize the non-linearity of diodes, the
approach of data-based curve-fitting was employed in [5].

The receiver efficiency in RF EH is affected by
several factors such as the average input RF power and
peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of the waveform,
waveform shape, practical limitations of the energy harvester
circuit, and the load. A vast majority of design and modeling
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the test-bed developed for determining RF-to-DC
power efficiency with varying input power, PAPR, and load resistance.

problems addressed in literature, including the aforementioned
works, consider the PAPR and waveform shape as important
parameters for optimizing the receiver efficiency. However,
the average input RF power to the receiver (PRF

in ) also has
a significant impact on ηRF-to-DC that needs to be studied.
For instance, it is known that the input impedance of the
rectifier needs to be matched with the output impedance
of the receiving antenna for maximum power transfer and
to minimize signal reflection. The analysis of the input
impedance of rectifiers (using the S11 parameter) reveals that
it varies with PRF

in considerably [6], [7].
The significance of PRF

in on overall DC-to-DC efficiency
(and ηRF-to-DC), in the presence of a low resistive load, was
experimentally studied in [8]. Furthermore, the ηRF-to-DC of
multisine waveforms for varying loads in the presence of a
DC-to-DC boost converter has been studied in [9]. However,
to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the combined effect of
PRF

in , PAPR and resistive loads on the instantaneous output DC
power (PDC

out ) of the energy harvester, and the corresponding
ηRF-to-DC for multisine signals, is yet to be characterized.

In this paper, we present a prototype test-bed (cf. Fig. 1)
for evaluating the RF-to-DC power efficiency of RF EH with
different multisine waveforms. We vary the PRF

in of different
multisine waveforms (with different PAPR) and determine the
ηRF-to-DC for various load resistance (R [Ω]) values. Afterward,
based on the observations, we explain the impact of varying
these parameters on ηRF-to-DC. Towards the end, we report the
optimal multisine waveforms for different input power and
load scenarios. Thus, the rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Section II explains the test-bed developed for this
research work. Section III discusses the experiment-based
observations along with suitable justifications. Finally, the

	 	 	 	 conclusions of this work are presented in Section IV.



II. MEASUREMENT SETUP

As shown Fig. 1, our measurement setup comprises a
computer with Matlab software, a vector signal generator
(VSG) from Keysight (N5172B), an RF energy harvester with
a diode-based rectifier from Powercast (P1110B), an external
load resistor (R [Ω]), and a programmable digital multimeter
(DMM) from Keithley (2015 THD Multimeter). The test-bed
operates in the following manner.

First, the digital baseband samples of the multisine
waveforms are generated in Matlab. The co-phased N -tone
multisine signal used in the experiments is given by

x(t) =

N∑
n=1

exp (j 2π nf0 t) , (1)

where f0 represents the tone spacing. These samples are
transferred to the VSG over a USB interface. In addition,
before each transmission, the computer updates the VSG with
the required output power level of the RF waveform (PRF

out ).
Next, the VSG produces the corresponding RF signal

and amplifies it to PRF
out for transmission towards the energy

harvester over a wired channel (a coaxial cable, to be
specific).1 The resultant incident RF waveform is given by

x̂(t) =
√

2 PRF
in Re {x(t) · exp (j 2πfc t)} , (2)

where Re{·} represents the real part of a complex number and
fc is the carrier frequency of the transmission. Under linear
amplification at the VSG, the PAPR of the RF signal is 2N .

Afterward, the RF energy harvester converts its incident
signal with power PRF

in to DC. The instantaneous output DC
voltage (V DC) is measured across an external resistor R by the
DMM, which reports the value back to the computer, where
the instantaneous output DC power is computed as PDC

out =
(V DC)2/R. Finally, the receiver efficiency is given by

ηRF-to-DC =
PDC

out

PRF
in

=
(V DC)2

RPRF
in

. (3)

The RF input to the energy harvester is internally matched
to 50 Ω and is to be used with a 50 Ω antenna [10]. However,
as discussed above, the input impedance of the rectifier varies
with PRF

in , and the resulting mismatch will ultimately reduce
ηRF-to-DC. While we do not measure the rectifier mismatch here,
our experiments capture its overall impact in ηRF-to-DC.

The operational parameters for the experiments are shown
in Table 1. The computer connects with the VSG and the
DMM through Matlab. For each R in Table 1, we determine
ηRF-to-DC for each of the five multisine waveforms by varying
PRF

out , and the power transfer efficiency of the cable is

ηRF-to-RF =
PRF

in

PRF
out

= −0.6 dB. (4)

Every transmission lasts about three seconds and we take the
average of five such transmissions for computing the reported
results. The entire process from baseband signal generation to
ηRF-to-DC computation is automated.

1Since the main objective of this research work is to study the rectifier
behavior, it is reasonable to employ a wired channel. It has been observed in
[8] that typical wireless channels are essentially flat-fading for narrowband
multisine signals and can be approximated well with a wired channel.

Table 1. Operational parameters for the experiments.

Parameter Details
Frequency band 863–873 MHz (the European 915 MHz band)
Carrier frequency fc 868 MHz
Sampling rate 40 MHz
Tone spacing f0 200 kHz
Number of tones N {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}

Load resistance R
{0.010, 0.022, 0.033, 0.056, 0.110, 0.180,
0.300, 0.470, 0.820, 1.5, 2.2, 2.7, 3.3, 3.9,
6.8, 7.5, 15, 22, 39, 47, 56, 100, 120, 564} kΩ

PRF
out [−30, 19] dBm (0.5 dB steps)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on our experiments, we determine ηRF-to-DC for each
N,PRF

in and R. First, we present the results for ηRF-to-DC versus
PRF

in in Fig. 2 for certain values of R. Later, we present the
plots for ηRF-to-DC versus R for certain PRF

in in Fig. 3. Finally,
we showcase the choice of optimal multisine waveform based
on PRF

in and R considerations in Fig. 4.
Figure 2a portrays the receiver efficiency in RF EH for

varying PRF
in . For a given R (e.g., consider 47 kΩ), the primary

observation is that all the multisines exhibit similar ηRF-to-DC
for a major portion of the range of PRF

in . In the region,
where the multisine waveforms exhibit dissimilar ηRF-to-DC,
their pecking order is determined by the load resistance R.
For high resistance (47 kΩ), in the low PRF

in region we observe
that the higher the PAPR of the multisine the better is the
ηRF-to-DC. However, we observe an exact opposite behavior for
low load resistance (177Ω) in the high PRF

in region. While
the former observation concurs with the literature [2], [4], the
latter contrasts it. A transition can be observed for R around
2.7 kΩ where neither N = 1 or 16 yield maximum ηRF-to-DC.

Figure 2b portrays the maximum ηRF-to-DC attainable by a
given multisine waveform versus PRF

in for any R. It is evident
there that for PRF

in ≤ −10 dBm, the maximum ηRF-to-DC is
determined by the PAPR of the input waveform. Moreover,
for PRF

in ≥ 4 dBm, PAPR is no longer the dominant factor.
In fact, lower the PAPR the better is the maximum ηRF-to-DC
performance in this region. For −10 dBm < PRF

in < 4 dBm,
we observe that increasing the PAPR of the input signal
shifts the peak ηRF-to-DC towards the lower PRF

in (although the
maximum attainable ηRF-to-DC reduces as well).

Let us then observe in detail the impact of varying R on
ηRF-to-DC of the multisine waveforms in Fig. 3. The chosen R
values are noted in Table 1. Figure 3a depicts the ηRF-to-DC
performance for three distinct PRF

in values. Similar to Fig. 2a,
here as well we observe two distinct regions for each PRF

in :
one, where ηRF-to-DC is similar irrespective of N , and the other,
where N determines ηRF-to-DC. For low input power (PRF

in ≈
−19 dBm), we observe that high-PAPR multisine signals yield
optimal performance at high load resistances. On the contrary,
for high input power (PRF

in ≈ 19 dBm) and low R values,
higher the PAPR the worse is the ηRF-to-DC performance. We
observe a transition region for PRF

in ≈ 0 dBm between R =
1 kΩ and 10 kΩ where neither N = 16 (i.e., high PAPR) or
N = 1 (i.e., low PAPR) are preferred.
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Fig. 2. Measured RF-to-DC power efficiency of RF EH with different
multisine waveforms for varying average input RF power PRF

in .

The variation of maximum ηRF-to-DC (across all PRF
in ) with

R is shown in Fig. 3b. Here, increasing N shifts the ηRF-to-DC
plot towards higher R, while the peak value of maximum
ηRF-to-DC reduces. The ultimate maximum ηRF-to-DC ≈ 54% is
attained by a single sinusoid for R = 820 Ω, PRF

in = 6 dBm.
Overall, the impact of PRF

in on ηRF-to-DC in the
aforementioned observations can be explained as follows.
At lower PRF

in , high instantaneous peak values of the
signal are necessary to overcome the threshold voltage of
the diode-based rectifier. On the contrary, at higher PRF

in ,
we observe that the high instantaneous signal voltages of
high-PAPR multisines saturate the receiver and there may
even be reverse current: higher the PAPR, lower is the PRF

in at
which saturation events occur. This explains the left-shift of
the ηRF-to-DC curves seen in Fig. 2b and the change of optimal
multisine changing from N = 16 to 1 along PRF

in -axis in
Fig. 4. Moreover, at high PRF

out , the high-PAPR signals are
distorted during the amplification in the VSG. Consequently,
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Fig. 3. Measured RF-to-DC power efficiency of RF EH with different
multisine waveforms, for varying load resistance R.

their true in-band PRF
in is lower than that of low-PAPR signals

(N = 16 having the lowest in-band PRF
in ). Thus, the PDC

out is
lower as well as N increases, which explains the reduction in
maximum achievable ηRF-to-DC in Fig. 2b as N increases.

As seen in Figs. 2 and 3, ηRF-to-DC varies not just with PRF
in

and PAPR, but also with R. For a given PRF
in , increasing R

will lead to an increased V DC, while reducing reducing R will
dampen V DC. A similar analysis is presented in [11], albeit
limited to a simple sinusoid signal.

Now, let us understand the impact of R on the output
signal level V DC for different PRF

in , using (3).
1) For low PRF

in , a small R will yield low V DC and
thus minuscule ηRF-to-DC. On the contrary, a large R
will provide a large V DC resulting in higher ηRF-to-DC.
Consequently, we observe that V DC is negligible for
R < 1 kΩ while it is significant for higher load
resistances. In the former region (R < 1 kΩ, PRF

in ≤
−10 dBm), the resultant ηRF-to-DC is thus negligible as
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Fig. 4. The optimal multisine waveform (that yields the highest ηRF-to-DC)
for different values of PRF

in and R, along with the optimal load for each PRF
in .

well, which is evident in the plot for R = 177 Ω
in Fig. 2a and for PRF

in = −19 dBm in Fig. 3a. In
the latter region (R ≥ 1 kΩ, PRF

in ≤ −10 dBm),
the high-PAPR multisines exhibit superior ηRF-to-DC
performance due to their higher instantaneous peak
values as seen in the plots for R = 47 kΩ in Fig. 2a
and for PRF

in = −19 dBm in Fig. 3a.
2) For high PRF

in , the high V DC due to large R will result
in saturation, which can be avoided by using a small
R. Therefore, V DC saturates for R ≥ 1 kΩ resulting
in reducing ηRF-to-DC. This explains the behavior seen
in Fig. 2a for 2.7 kΩ and 47 kΩ as PRF

in increases,
and the plot for PRF

in = 19 dBm in Fig. 3a. When
R < 1 kΩ, the high-PAPR signals fare poorly due
to their lower in-band PRF

in as explained earlier. This
justifies the observations for R = 177 Ω in Fig. 2a and
for PRF

in = 19 dBm in Fig. 3a.
The combined effect across all input PRF

in is seen in Fig. 3b,
where low-PAPR signals yield superior ηRF-to-DC performance
at lower R (and higher PRF

in ), while the high-PAPR multisine
signals are optimal at higher R (and lower PRF

in ).
Overall, the observations suggest that the choice of the

optimal multisine for RF EH is dependent on both PRF
in and

R. Figure 4 presents a visual depiction of the same. It provides
a fair idea about the regions of the R vs. PRF

in plane, where
each multisine waveform is preferred. Moreover, it showcases
the optimal load resistance that achieves the highest ηRF-to-DC
for each PRF

in . We observe that for PRF
in < −8 dBm, the

multisine waveform with the highest PAPR (N = 16) always
yields the highest ηRF-to-DC regardless of the R value. Similarly,
for PRF

in > 6 dBm, a simple sinusoid is always optimal
irrespective of R. Within −8 dBm < PRF

in < 6 dBm, we
observe that the optimal ηRF-to-DC is achieved by multisine
waveforms with lower PAPR as we increase PRF

in and R. Thus,
Fig. 4 summarizes the joint impact of PRF

in , PAPR and R on
the ηRF-to-DC of multisine waveforms in RF EH.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a test-bed for experimentally evaluating
the RF-to-DC power efficiency of multisine waveforms in
RF energy harvesting. It changes drastically depending on
the average input RF power of the waveform and the load
resistance. High-PAPR co-phased multisines are suitable when
the average input RF power is low and load resistance is
large. Contrarily, a simple sinusoid yields optimal performance
when the average input RF power is high and load resistance
is small. In the intermediate region, the optimal RF-to-DC
efficiency is successively attained by multisine waveforms
with lower PAPR when increasing both the average input RF
power and load resistance.

Based on the results summarized in Fig. 4, a new
adaptation protocol for a practical RF EH IoT system could
be developed. Given that, in a practical case, the average input
RF power to the system is beyond the receiver’s control, the
following two cases arise: With a fixed load resistance, the
IoT sensor could provide a simple feedback to the transmitter
informing about the multisine waveform to be employed to
achieve maximum DC power. With a variable load, the sensor
could select the optimal load resistance depending on the input
power and waveform to maximize the EH performance.
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